Synsoacc.dll Does Not Have The Expected Interface Cubase
((EXCLUSIVE))

In the following cases, make sure the Synsoacc.bundle file is located in the same directory as the cubase_win64.msi file.
Cubase.dll and synsoacc.dll do not have the expected interface. Is there something else I need to configure? A: Try reinstalling
Synsoacc.bundle (Path : C:\Program Files\Cubase LE 5\SYN\SYN). FILED NOT FOR PUBLICATION DEC 25 2011
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Vanisha Sep 1, 2017 hi, my name is vanish, do you know what is wrong here Error - Synsoacc.dll Does Not Have The Expected
Interface i have called the support, but they said that you should perform following steps to reinstall the missing DLL.
synsoacc.dll does not have the expected interface. No solution was available for this problem. Step 1: Stop the Windows
Service. You can do this by opening “Services” and selecting the service to stop. (In Windows 10, there’s no need to be root.)
Step 2: Delete the DLL. Open Windows Explorer, and go to the following location. C:\Program Files (x86)\Cubase LE 5 LE5
(or the {path}\Cubase 5 LE5 Directory). Open the folder, and delete the file “synsoacc.dll” Step 3: Restart the Windows
Service. Once you delete the file, the Windows Service will restart and the error will not show up again. I hope this helps! Do
you have the same problems? Do you have a solution for this problem? Do you have any other solutions? Best regards, A: You
should try and remove all Cubase related dll files in any'software space' that may be using them. Use any search engine to look
for'msdyn.dll' or'synsoacc.dll' or similar. The main folder is normally 'C:\Program Files (x86)\Cubase LE 5 LE5\lib\isosync.dll'
or similar in most cases. Also look in Windows\System32 and Windows\SysWOW64 if you have a 64 bit Windows system.
7/28/2010 Good news, I found a couple of native speakers of English to whom I can recommend. Both of them study for a
Master's degree in the US, and their English is flawless, so they are able to converse with me in perfectly understandable
English: The first one is Michael Fall ( and he is a native speaker of English. He speaks fluent English with an accent, and he
will do the same for you, so you can learn English from an ESL teacher that will improve your accent. We talked a ba244e880a
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